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QUIQLITE REVIEWS 
Weblink: http://quiqlite.com/testimonials/ 

I wanted to let you know how much I LOVE the new QuiqLiteX USB rechargeable product. I have been an officer for the past 12 years 
and have always thought how much easier it would be to read and write in the dark without having to hold a flashlight in my hand, 
under my arm and yes even in my mouth. You have developed a product that truly makes my job easier and safer! I especially like the 
fact that I can recharge the QuiqLiteX from any USB charging port. I have used my QuiqLiteX for the past 3 weeks and have only 
charged it 2 times. The New X brightness boost button is also a great feature when more light/lumens are required. After showing my 
fellow officers my QuiqLite, they also went out and bought one for themselves. Thanks again for manufacturing such an awesome 
flashlight.  
Jon S.  
Police Officer in CA  

I just wanted to take the time and tell you what a great product I think your company has developed. Since I became an officer three 
years ago, I have constantly been searching for a pocket light that could do what your lights do. I feel that these lights create a much 
safer working environment for nighttime officers and allow us to tactically be much safer by not having to hold a large, bulky 
flashlight that is much too bright for the situation or disrupt our nighttime vision. The other nice part about your product is that it 
keeps your hands free and able to react to any situation that may occur. A squad mate recently gave me a Quiqlite Classic and I 
really appreciate having it as a tool to use in the field.  
Thanks again,  
Jason Devlin #1116  
Scottsdale Police Department – District 2  

 

Years ago, I discovered your product as law enforcement officer and used it effectively when convert operations needed a stealthy 
environment to lighting situations. Now, I find that your new and brighter Quiqlite X has become extremely handy as a EMS helicopter 
pilot. It is extremely important that aircraft cockpit lighting for night time missions is effective, but unobtrusive because of our night 
vision equipment and operations. The LED Quiqlite easily clips to my flight suit and does not interfere with my safety belts or other 
necessary flight equipment. I can rotate the Quiqlite head to scan the cockpit instruments, or address items on my flight kneeboard 
without lighting up the entire cockpit. In addition, I have found that Quiqlite does not interfere with my night adaptation with eye 
recovery to bright light. Thank you for this great product.  
Gary Garavatti, pilot  
CALSTAR – California Shock Trauma Air Rescue  

The Perfect Tactical Vest Light!  
I have had one unit since May 2013 and have been using it with my tactical vest for just over a year at this point. I have never had any 
issues with it performing when I need it to. In heavy rain, sleet and snow there have been absolutely no issues. I would say that during 
one night in my shift, the unit will be used for approx. 2 hours. With this amount of use, I would need to charge it about one time a 
week. If I forget to charge it at home, I will just use the cable that I keep in my patrol bag to hook it up to the computer in the patrol 
car.Since I have started to use it, a quarter of the guys in my squad have bought one and have had no complaints.I recently had an 
incident where I was in a foot chase and had to scale a fence. I think that while going over the fence, for a brief time, all of my 
bodyweight was on the Quiqlite and the plastics were broken. I gave the customer service number a call and was talking to Brian in 
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under a minute. I explained what happened and that any warranty that I would have had was now expired. He went ahead and 
shipped out replacement parts the next week no questions asked.So in short, great product and awesome customer service. I will 
continue to recommend this product to anybody that asks me about it  
By Janice  
May 23, 2014  

I just replaced my QuiqLitePro with a QuiqLiteX. This new product is one of my favorite on duty flashlights. I wear mine in the Molle 
webbing of my tactical vest with the clip removed. It is extremely low profile, bright and easy to use. I also received the XFlare light 
diffuser attachment with my order. I haven’t needed to use it yet, but after trying it in the dark, it is easy to understand how it can and 
will be used during a variety of situations in the near future. I feel like James Bond every-time I turn it on. Cool product!  
thanks again. 
Steve M.  
Sargent CO.  

I wanted to let you know how much I LOVE the new QuiqLiteX USB rechargeable product. I have been an officer for the past 12 years 
and have always thought how much easier it would be to read and write in the dark without having to hold a flashlight in my hand, 
under my arm and yes even in my mouth. You have developed a product that truly makes my job easier and safer! I especially like the 
fact that I can recharge the QuiqLiteX from any USB charging port. I have used my QuiqLiteX for the past 3 weeks and have only 
charged it 2 times. The New X brightness boost button is also a great feature when more light/lumens are required. After showing my 
fellow officers my QuiqLite, they also went out and bought one for themselves. Thanks again for manufacturing such an awesome 
flashlight.  
Jon S. Police  
Officer in CA  

Being a new officer, I learned that you have to be good at multitasking during a variety of situations. The QuiqLiteX allows you the 
freedom of not having to hold a flashlight while performing your duties. QuiqLiteX provides an extremely bright hands-free LED light 
that easily attaches to my uniform shirt pocket or exterior vest/carrier. Just about everyone on my shift has one or will be purchasing 
one in the very near future. I keep a second one attached to my visor and use it when writing citations and other paperwork at night-
without having to use the dome light in my cruiser making it possible to see out of windows at night. QuiqLite X is one of my best and 
most useful equipment purchases I have made as an officer. I would recommend this product to anyone in law enforcement, fire and 
EMS. QuiqLite makes my job easier and safer! As a former volunteer firefighter I can also see how easy it would make patient 
assessments at night much easier, by not having to hold a flashlight in my hand, under my arm or between my cheek and shoulder. I 
recommend QuiqLite to everyone. 
Marcus  
Police Officer  

  
 

 
 
 
 

 


